
Submodule 1
Role of interdisciplinary explorer

Make explicit with participants the initial question(s) 
related to interdisciplinarity on the selected topic and 

first look for answers
Science and interdisciplinarity   

← →   Society   ← →   Secondary school

Submodule 2
Role of student experiencing interdisciplinarity

Let participants experience an adaptation of a teaching 
proposal (in her own shoes) to make interdisciplinary 

emerge, distributed into some particular “lines of inquiry” 
about the Covid evolution

Submodule 3
Role of interdisciplinary analyst

Collective analyse the teaching experience that comes to 
be experienced

Epistemological analysis of the displiciplinary 
(un)balances and of interdisciplinarity
Linguistic analysis of interdisciplinarity

Submodule 4
Role of interdisciplinary designers and teacher

Immersion in Secondary school practices related to 
the activities developed previously

→ Ecological analysis for interdisciplinarity

Module on the evolution of the COVID

Interdisciplinarity at the service of Society

SESSION 1

SESSION 2

SESSION 3

SESSION 3



Submodule 3. Role of interdisciplinary 
analyst

▪ Construction in group of the questions and 
answers map for each line of inquiry, starting 
from given initial questions:

○ Make explicit the questions you were 
addressing and the link or relation they 
established among them

○ make explicit the links among all!

Big group sharing and comments to highlight 
links among the lines. 

Questions-answers map

as tool for the 
epistemological analysis of 

the activity
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SESSION 3: Analysing interdisciplinarity as analysts
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(2021). Questioning corona-a 

study and research path. 
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Applications: An International 
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Map before the activity…
[where we had provided a very first sketch of the questions-

answers map we listen from you in your working group and in the 
presentations]











Map after the activity...

Let’s look at them!



Submodule 3. Role of interdisciplinary 
analyst

Presentation of the 2nd guide for ID analysis
Work in mixed groups [3 groups of 4 students 
each, at least one student for each line] on the 
2nd guide for ID analysis. 
Big group sharing and debate on the questions 
of the guide

Question 
answers map

+
Advanced 

guide
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And please refer to 
the particular parts 

of the questions 
and answers 

maps, where you 
have a lot of 
information!
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Submodule 4: Thinking as designer and teacher

Let’s now think as we were (or we are) designers of similar activities and teachers
implementing these activities…. 

○ Which questions, through which activities, could be transposed into Secondary school 
education? If possible, specify or exemply which ones.

○ Which opportunities or conditions would be offered that facilitates this transposition 
towards Secondary school?

○ Which difficulties, limitations or constraints would hinder or could prevent to implement 
the inquiry into this open questions into Secondary schools?
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Submodule 4: Thinking as designer and teacher

Reduce the tools to the ones that are closer or more pertinent for Secondary school education  
or reduce the questions (for instance: exponential growth)

Official role of some disciplines, 
such as Computer Science. An 
opportunity to rethink 
curricula and how disciplines 
are defined in the schools.

Get closer what it is around us, bring to school 
real and legitimated questions with social 
relevance

How to think critically analyse what is 
disseminated to society?

Need of collaboration among teachers of 
different disciplines, the ones that have “more 
tradition” with the ones that in the school usually 
remains independent, such as “maths”, 
“science” with “language”

What is in the 
common 
ground for 
them? What is it 
require to be 
done 
beforehand? 
You can create 
a difficult 
position to be.

Teacher knowledge, 
traditions of teacher 
profession → TEACHING 
AS A SCIENCE

Need of new curricula with 
collaboration among 
researchers and teachers

New means of 
communication


